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UV-Trained and Metal-Enhanced Fluorescence of Biliverdin and 
Biliverdin Nanoparticles 
Parinaz Fathi,a Ayman Roslend,a Kritika Mehta,b Parikshit Moitra,c Kai Zhang,b and Dipanjan Pan*ad 

Increasing the fluorescence quantum yield of fluorophores is of great interest for in vitro and in vivo biomedical imaging 
applications. At the same time, photobleaching and photodegradation resulting from continuous exposure to light is a major 
consideration in the translation of fluorophores from research applications to industrial or healthcare applications. A 
number of tetrapyrrolic compounds, such as heme and its derivatives, are known to provide fluorescence contrast. In this 
work, we found that biliverdin (BV), a naturally-occurring tetrapyrrolic fluorophore, exhibits an increase in fluorescence 
quantum yield, without exhibiting photobleaching or degradation, in response to continuous ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. We 
attribute this increased fluorescence quantum yield to photoisomerization and conformational changes in BV in response 
to UV irradiation. This enhanced fluorescence can be further altered by chelating BV with metals. UV irradiation of BV led to 
an approximately 10-fold increase in its 365 nm fluorescence quantum yield, and the most favorable combination of UV 
irradiation and metal chelation led to an approximately 18.5-fold increase in its 365 nm fluorescence quantum yield. We 
also evaluated these stimuli-responsive behaviors in biliverdin nanoparticles (BVNPs) at the bulk-state and single-particle 
level. We determined that UV irradiation led to an approximately 2.4-fold increase in BVNP 365 nm quantum yield, and the 
combination of UV irradiation and metal chelation led to up to a 6.75-fold increase in BVNP 365 nm quantum yield. 
Altogether, these findings suggest that UV irradiation and metal chelation can be utilized alone or in combination to tailor 
the fluorescence behavior of imaging probes such as BV and BVNPs at selected wavelengths.  

Introduction
Organic dyes and nanoparticles can serve as imaging and therapeutic 
probes for biomedical applications.1–5 A number of studies have been 
conducted on nano-structure-related photocontrol and imaging.6–14 
The use of tetrapyrroles as building blocks of self-assembled 
nanoparticles has been increasingly explored for a variety of 
applications in diagnosis and treatment of diseases.15–24 
Tetrapyrroles are known for their absorbance, fluorescence, and 
ability to form complexes with a variety of metals. Naturally-
occurring tetrapyrroles include heme, bilirubin and biliverdin (bile 
pigments resulting from the break-down of heme from hemoglobin), 
and chlorophyll, among others. Biliverdin is a water-soluble 
tetrapyrrolic molecule of particular interest due to its near-infrared 
absorbance,25 which allows for its use as a photoacoustic contrast 
agent, in addition to its biodegradation in response to biliverdin 
reductase, an enzyme available throughout the body and especially 
in the liver.26,27 Recently, we reported the synthesis of self-
assembled biliverdin nanoparticles (BVNPs) for use in fluorescence 

and photoacoustic imaging.21 BVNPs were found to be enzyme-
responsive due to biliverdin’s inherent biodegradation pathway, 
which allowed for the complete degradation of biliverdin 
nanoparticles in vitro and in vivo. 

The response of tetrapyrroles to external stimuli has long been 
of interest in utilizing these biologically-active molecules as imaging 
probes. A number of studies have examined some of the effects of 
these stimuli on spectral and conformational behavior. Goncharova 
et al. determined the effect of metal chelation on circular dichroism 
spectra of biliverdin and bilirubin in chiral matrices.28  Wagniére et 
al. examined the effect of conformational structure on the 
absorbance behavior of biliverdin-human serum albumin 
complexes.29 Dimitrijević et al. examined the effect of copper 
chelation on spectral properties of biliverdin.30 Ostrow et al. 
reported that biliverdin undergoes photodegradation in vitro, finding 
that a higher pH led to faster photodecomposition in the presence of 
fluorescent daylight lamps, with photodecomposition tracked over 
six hours.31 The effect of illumination of light on other tetrapyrroles 
has also been examined,32,33 and short-term exposure to UV 
irradiation has been shown to lead to enhancement of hemoglobin 
fluorescence emission34. Interestingly, Rotomskis et al. proposed 
that hematoporphyrin undergoes two competing processes in 
response to illumination: photodegradation and the formation of 
stable photoproducts.33 

Despite this, the individual and combined effects of metal 
chelation and UV irradiation on biliverdin’s spectral properties and 
conformational structure, as well as their ability to increase 
fluorescence quantum yield, has not been explored. Additionally, the 
ability of these altered spectral properties to be transferred to 
tetrapyrrole-based nanoparticles has also not been reported. With 
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the increasing use of tetrapyrrolic nanoparticles for biomedical 
applications, a better understanding of their response to stimuli 
would provide a clear path to manipulating the spectroscopic 
properties of these particles for applications in bioimaging. Although 
biliverdin does not fluoresce in the near-infrared region, its 
fluorescence in the UV-visible range can be used for in vitro imaging 
applications. The goal of this work was to determine the effects of 
UV irradiation and metal chelation on biliverdin’s spectral properties, 
and whether these effects could be exploited for use in enhancing 
the spectral properties of biliverdin nanoparticles (Scheme 1). The 
effects of UV irradiation were of particular interest because in 
contrast to what we expected based on previous reports, we found 
that not only did UV irradiation not lead to photodegradation of 
biliverdin, it additionally led to enhancement of biliverdin’s 
fluorescence emission for select wavelengths. We also examined the 
effects of metal chelation and UV irradiation on BVNP behavior at the 
single-particle level, including studying the photoblinking and 
photobleaching behavior of these particles. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is also the first report of the photophysical behavior 
of tetrapyrrole-derived nanoparticles at the single-particle level. 

Results and Discussion
In order to establish the separate and combined effects of metal 
chelation and UV irradiation on the spectral properties of molecular 
biliverdin (BV) and self-assembled biliverdin nanoparticles (BVNPs), 
we conducted a series of experiments in which molecular biliverdin 
and biliverdin nanoparticles were exposed to metal chloride 
solutions and subsequently illuminated with 365 nm UV irradiation 
for 72 hours. The irradiation wavelength was selected because of 
biliverdin’s fluorescence emission for 365 nm excitation, while the 
irradiation time was established through experimentation. Further 
experiments with other irradiation wavelengths and times should be 
conducted in the future to further explore the wider applicability of 
the system for various biomedical applications. Detailed methods are 
provided in the Supplementary Information. BV and BVNPs were 

then spectroscopically characterized to determine the roles of metal 
chelation and UV irradiation in inducing conformational changes that 
led to altered spectral properties. BVNPs were further imaged using 
single-particle imaging to allow for comparison of bulk-state and 
single-particle properties of these nanoparticles. 

Formation of metal-BV chelates and evaluation of UV stability. BV 
was exposed to cobalt (II) chloride, copper (II) chloride, iron (III) 
chloride, or manganese (II) chloride and subsequently irradiated with 
UV light for 72 h. To confirm the formation of metal-BV complexes, 
and determine the stability of BV in the presence of UV irradiation, 
we collected FT-IR spectra (Fig. 1A). For BV alone, we identified N-H 
bending (3300 cm-1), C=O stretching (1700 cm-1), C=C stretching 
(1600 cm-1), O-H bending from carboxylic acid (1400 cm-1), and C-
O stretching (1100 cm-1) peaks. The FT-IR spectra exhibited no 
change as a result of UV irradiation, demonstrating the stability of 
biliverdin even after long-term UV irradiation. Upon metal chelation, 
the characteristic FT-IR peak between 1050 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1 
exhibited a sharpening which correlated with the peaks observed for 
the metal salt solutions. Since complexation between biliverdin and 
transition metal ions occurs through the formation of M-N bonds in 
place of two H-N bonds within the tetrapyrrole structure, we 
observed changes in the N-H bending peak (3300 cm-1) after metal 
chelation. The proposed metal chelate structures are provided in Fig. 
1B, with the assumption that each biliverdin molecule chelates a 
single metal ion. To obtain further confirmation that UV irradiation 
did not lead to degradation of biliverdin, we conducted mass 
spectrometry on BV samples before and after UV irradiation (Fig. 1C). 
In both cases, the peak characteristic of BV+ H+ at an m/z value of 
approximately 583 is observed. There are no new peaks that appear 
after 72 h of UV irradiation, which confirms that BV has not degraded 
as a result of the treatment. 

Effects of metal chelation and UV irradiation on BV absorbance and 
fluorescence. The effects of metal chelation alone, UV irradiation 
alone, and the combined effects of metal chelation and subsequent 
UV irradiation on the spectroscopic properties of BV were apparent 
upon visual examination. Under white light, the color of BV samples 
that were chelated with metals changed based on the metal used (Fig. 
2A). There were no visible differences in sample color under white 
light for samples treated with 72 h of UV irradiation and those not 
treated with UV irradiation. When BV and metal-chelated BV 
samples were UV irradiated for 72 h, they exhibited a bright 
fluorescence when illuminated with 365 nm light (Fig. 2A). The 
fluorescence emission of unchelated BV appeared green, while the 
fluorescence emission of cobalt-chelated BV (Co-BV), copper-
chelated BV (Cu-BV), iron-chelated BV (Fe-BV), and manganese-
chelated BV (Mn-BV) appeared blue. 

The absorbance spectra of porphyrin and tetrapyrrolic 
molecules are typically composed of a Soret band (400-436 nm), Q 
bands (490-650 nm), and N, L, and M bands (200-350 nm).35,36 The 
Soret band, which is attributed to the strong transition from S0 to the 
second excited state S2, has a greater intensity than Q bands. The 
weak transition from S0 to the first excited state S1  is associated with 
the Q bands.35,36 Chelation of BV with all tested metals generally 
decreased UV-visible light absorption between 230 nm and 450 nm, 
as well as between 550 nm and 800 nm (Fig. 2B), thus affecting both 
the S0 to S1 and S0 to S2 transitions. Mn-BV and Co-BV in particular 
exhibited not only a dramatic decrease in absorption, but also caused 
the appearance of new absorption peaks between 230 nm and 450 
nm, as well as between 550 nm and 800 nm. In contrast, UV 

Scheme 1. Biliverdin (BV) undergoes conformational changes as a result of metal 
chelation or 72 h of 365 nm UV irradiation. These conformational changes lead 
to enhanced fluorescence emission. Similarly, the biliverdin in biliverdin 
nanoparticles (BVNPs) can also undergo conformational changes in response to 
these stimuli, leading to alterations in BVNP spectral properties.  
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irradiation of both BV and metal-chelated BV samples did not 
significantly alter UV-visible light absorption (Fig. 2B). Ratios of final 
(after UV irradiation) to initial (without UV irradiation) 365 nm 
absorbance and 680 nm absorbance confirm that finding (Fig. S1). 
Importantly, the effects of metals on the absorbance ratios remained 
similar, regardless of whether or not the samples were exposed to 
UV irradiation. This suggests that any conformational changes 
resulting from UV irradiation do not remove the chelated metals 
from BV. Fe-BV absorbance was the most similar to BV absorbance, 
while Cu-BV, Mn-BV, and Co-BV had decreased absorbances. 

72 h of UV irradiation dramatically increased the fluorescence 
of both BV and metal-chelated BV samples (Fig. 2C, Fig. 2D (i)). 
However, the fluorescence intensities did not scale with the 365 nm 
absorbance, which suggests that metal chelation and UV irradiation 
each alter the quantum yield of biliverdin. Importantly, although the 
absorbance spectra of metal-chelated BV had some differences from 
that of BV alone, we compared the fluorescence intensities of all 
samples using the same excitation wavelengths since quantum yield 
of a molecule can differ from one excitation wavelength to another. 
We observed the largest increase in fluorescence intensity for BV 
(14-fold) and Cu-BV (10-fold) (Fig. 2D (ii)). The changes in Fe-BV and 
Mn-BV fluorescence intensities (approximately 5-fold each) were 
lower than that of unchelated BV. Without 72 h of UV irradiation, 
metal-chelated BV samples exhibited a 1.3 to 2-fold greater 
fluorescence than unchelated BV when excited at 365 nm (Fig. 2D 
(iii)). Notably, metal-chelated samples that were also UV-irradiated 
showed fluorescence intensities comparable to, or less than, the 

fluorescence intensity of UV-irradiated unchelated BV (Fig. 2D (iv)). 
In addition, 72 h UV irradiation also caused a slight blue-shifted 
fluorescence emission in all samples (Fig. S2).  

Our results suggest that biliverdin’s 365 nm fluorescence 
emission can be separately enhanced by either metal chelation or UV 
irradiation. While metal chelation causes a small increase in 
fluorescence (1.3 to 3-fold), UV irradiation has a much greater effect 
(2 to 14-fold). However, metal chelation attenuates the effects of UV 
irradiation on BV fluorescence intensity. Additionally, since quantum 
yield is a ratio of the photons emitted to photons absorbed, the 
increase in fluorescence intensity for 365 nm excitation, coupled 
with decreased 365 nm absorbance, for metal-chelated BV, indicates 
that metal chelation resulted in an increase in quantum yield at this 
excitation wavelength.

For an excitation wavelength of 488 nm, the fluorescence 
trends differ from those at an excitation wavelength of 365 nm (Fig. 
S3). With 488 nm excitation, 72 h of 365 nm UV irradiation results in 
a decrease in BV fluorescence intensity, with no apparent effect on 
the fluorescence intensity of BV metal chelates. Chelation with Mn 
and Co led to an enhancement of fluorescence, while chelation with 
Cu and Fe led to a quenching of fluorescence. Furthermore, the 
fluorescence emission peak for 488 nm excitation appears 
unaffected by the application or absence of 72 h of UV irradiation 
(Fig. S4). These results suggest that the excitation wavelength 
utilized for the 72 h UV irradiation may play a role in what excitation 
wavelengths can be utilized when taking advantage of the UV-
induced fluorescence enhancement. Thus, it is possible to “train” BV 

Figure 1. Formation and stability of BV metal chelates. (A) FT-IR spectra of BV and BV metal chelates. Black arrows identify peaks that are altered as a result of metal 
chelation. The chelation and presence of metals in the BV metal chelates are confirmed by changes in shape of peaks between 3000 cm-1 and 4000 cm-1, and peaks between  
1050 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1. There is no apparent change as a result of UV irradiation. (B) Structures of BV and its metal chelates. Dashed lines represent chelation/coordinate 
bond formation. Each chelated metal displaces two hydrogen atoms in the BV structure. (C) Mass spectra of BV without UV irradiation and after 72 h of UV irradiation. 
The presence of BV characteristic peak and lack of appearance of new peaks of smaller masses indicates BV is not degrading as a result of the UV irradiation. Altogether 
these results confirm BV metal chelate formation and BV stability in the face of exposure to long-term UV irradiation.
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Figure 2. Absorbance and fluorescence behavior of BV. (A) Visual appearance of samples with and without metal chelation, and with and without 72 h UV irradiation. Samples 
are illuminated with ambient white light (bottom) and 365 nm light (top). Under illumination by white light, it is apparent that metal chelation leads to changes in sample 
color. Under UV irradiation, it is apparent that metal chelation leads to blue-shifted fluorescence emission.  Furthermore, 72 h UV irradiation causes an increase in fluorescence 
intensity under 365 nm UV illumination. Ambient light images are of samples diluted to 25% of their final concentration in order to better show their colors. (B) UV-visible 
absorption spectra of BV samples without UV irradiation and after 72 h of UV irradiation. Metal chelation leads to decreased absorbance. (C) Fluorescence spectra of BV 
samples without UV irradiation and after 72 h of UV irradiation. UV irradiation enhances fluorescence intensity. An excitation wavelength of 365 nm and gain of 100 was used. 
(D) Effects of metal chelation and UV irradiation on the fluorescence emission of BV for 365 nm excitation. Error bars represent standard deviation obtained with three 
separate experiments. (i) Average fluorescence intensity for BV and metal chelates with and without 72 h UV irradiation. UV irradiation and metal chelation each enhance 
fluorescence emission. (ii) Average ratio of fluorescence intensity with UV irradiation to fluorescence intensity without UV irradiation. UV irradiation alone leads to an 
approximate 3-fold to 14-fold increase in fluorescence intensity. (iii) Average ratio of fluorescence intensity with metal chelation to fluorescence intensity without metal 
chelation, in the absence of UV irradiation. Metal chelation alone leads to slight increases in fluorescence intensity. (iv) Average ratio of fluorescence intensity with metal 
chelation to fluorescence intensity without metal chelation, after 72 h UV irradiation. In cases where both UV irradiation and metal chelation were used, chelation led to 
either no change in fluorescence intensity, or a decrease in fluorescence intensity compared to UV-irradiated unchelated samples. (v) Fluorescence quantum yield expressed 
as a ratio to that of BV. Metal chelation and UV irradiation each increase the quantum yield compared to that of BV. (E) Circular dichroism spectra of BV and UV-irradiated BV. 
UV irradiation leads to flipping of circular dichroism peaks. This indicates the occurrence of conformational changes as a result of UV irradiation. 
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for an enhanced response to 365 nm excitation, by long-term 
exposure of BV to that wavelength. 

Effects of stimuli and excitation wavelength on BV quantum yield. 
The effects of metal chelation and UV irradiation on BV fluorescence 
and absorbance behavior suggested that these stimuli led to changes 
in fluorescence quantum yield. To assess this, we calculated the 
relative quantum yield of BV and its metal chelates for 365 nm and 
488 nm excitation using reference dyes Quinine Sulfate and 
Rhodamine 6G, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 2D(v), Fig. S5). For 365 nm 
excitation, the quantum yield of BV alone is quite low (0.012 %), but 
UV irradiation leads to an almost 10-fold increase in quantum yield 
(0.119 % at 365 nm).  Metal chelation and UV irradiation each led to 
an increase in 365 nm quantum yield, although the gains from metal 
chelation alone were modest compared to those of UV irradiation or 
combined metal chelation and UV irradiation. For example, copper 
chelation leads to an approximately 2.6-fold enhancement in BV 
quantum yield, while combined copper chelation and UV irradiation 
lead to an approximately 18.5-fold enhancement.

Furthermore, we found that the quantum yield of biliverdin and 
its metal chelates were generally higher for an excitation wavelength 
of 488 nm than 365 nm. This is a reflection of both a higher 
fluorescence intensity for 488 nm excitation, and a lower 488 nm 
absorbance, as both of these parameters are taken into 
consideration for calculation of quantum yield. For 488 nm excitation, 
BV has a quantum yield of 0.095 %, an almost 8-fold improvement 
over its quantum yield at 365 nm. 72 h of 365-nm UV irradiation leads 
to an overall increase in the 488 nm quantum yield of BV. 

Table 1. Relative Fluorescence Quantum yields of BV and its metal 
chelates

365 nm QY [%] 488 nm QY [%]
-UV +UV -UV +UV

BV 0.012 0.119 0.095 0.134
Co-BV 0.053 0.111 0.151 0.177
Cu-BV 0.031 0.222 0.080 0.049
Fe-BV 0.030 0.118 0.123 0.078
Mn-BV 0.062 0.210 0.102 0.129

Potential Mechanisms Behind Enhanced Quantum Yield of BV. The 
effects of UV irradiation and metal chelation on BV quantum yield, 
coupled with the elimination of possible photodegradation 
processes by FT-IR and mass spectrometry, suggest that the 
observed changes may be a result of conformational changes and 
isomerization. Indeed, the photoisomerization of the C15=C16 
double bond between the C- and D-rings in biliverdin and other 
tetrapyrroles, which leads to rotation of the D-ring, have been 
previously reported.37–40 Although these studies have primarily 
focused on red-light excitation, the photoisomerization of biliverdin 
by UV irradiation can potentially provide an explanation for our 
observations. In biliverdin-containing phytochromes, the 
photoisomerization of biliverdin is followed by further 
conformational rearrangements of biliverdin and the protein.37,39,41 
We collected circular dichroism (CD) spectra for BV and BV metal 
chelates with and without 72 h of 365 nm UV irradiation (Fig. 2E, Fig. 
S6). Since circular dichroism depends on differential absorption of 
circularly-polarized light, it is widely used to determine the 
conformation of molecules, with changes in CD spectra 
corresponding to changes in conformation. It is apparent that UV 

irradiation leads to a conformational change in BV, specifically 
leading to the flipping of circular dichroism peaks at approximately 
315 nm, 330 nm, 350 nm, 360 nm, and 375 nm. Additionally, 
chelation of metals even without UV irradiation led to some peak 
shifting and flipping with respect to those of BV. Most notably, one 
or more of the peaks at approximately 350 nm, 360 nm, and 375 nm 
are flipped in Cu-BV, Fe-BV, and Mn-BV. Flipping of CD peaks and 
changes in CD peak intensity as a result of metal chelation have 
previously been reported for biliverdin-metal complexes.28 
Additionally, the magnitude of peaks in Co-BV and Mn-BV are much 
lower than those of BV alone, indicating that metal chelation leads 
to different changes in biliverdin’s differential absorption of 
polarized light based on the specific metal that has been chelated. 
Thus, cobalt and manganese, which led to more drastic changes in 
absorbance spectra than iron and copper, also led to a more 
dramatic change in CD spectra than iron and copper. These spectra 
are different in shape from previously reported spectra because they 
were collected without complexation of biliverdin within a matrix, in 
contrast to some previous reports.28 These data altogether suggest a 
change in biliverdin’s conformation as a result of the applied stimuli. 
This is a highly reasonable observation considering that open-chain 
tetrapyrroles can theoretically adopt 64 different isomers, and the 
fluorescence of biliverdin-derived molecules has been shown to 
depend on their conformational change.42 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) studies of metal-chelated BV 
structures. The conformational flexibility of tetrapyrroles plays an 
important role in their biological functions.43 To further explore the 
effect of metal chelation on BV conformation and the resulting 
spectral properties, we performed density functional theoretical 
calculations. It can be said from the energy minimized geometries of 
the metal complexes that the metal coordination restricted the 
flexibility of the tetrapyrrole rings of BV (Fig. 3A). This supports our 
observation that metal chelation attenuates the effects of UV 
irradiation on BV fluorescence intensity, which is likely a result of the 
restricted flexibility of metal-chelated BV. The electronic energy 
diagram and molecular orbital of the geometry optimized structures 
were then analyzed. It can be seen that HOMO is largely located on 
the carboxylic acid group whereas LUMO is largely located on the 
tetrapyrrole rings for BV. The energy gap (ΔE) between EHOMO and 
ELUMO, which is an important parameter to determine the charge 
transfer interaction and chemical stability of a molecule, was also 
calculated (Fig. 3B). The order of increasing ΔE from 1.31 eV (949.4 
nm) for Mn-BV, 1.35 eV (918.7 nm) for Co-BV, 1.39 eV  (895.3 nm) for 
Cu-BV, 1.43 eV (868 nm) for Fe-BV to 1.44 eV (863 nm) for BV closely 
corroborates with the NIR absorbance starting wavelength for the 
compounds (Fig. 3B and Fig. S7), with a higher starting wavelength 
apparent for Mn-BV and Co-BV compared to BV, Cu-BV, and Fe-BV. 
This indicates good overlap between DFT calculations and 
experimentally collected spectra. Furthermore, although the 
generation of higher energy gap sites have been shown to lead to 
enhanced fluorescence (for example, in conjugated polymer 
backbones44,45), metal chelation by biliverdin led to a decrease in the 
energy gap. Thus, the enhancement of BV fluorescence by metal 
chelation is likely not a result of changes in the HOMO-LUMO energy 
gap but rather due to changes in the molecular conformation. 
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Effects of metal concentration on BV absorbance and fluorescence 
(Stern-Volmer analysis). The Stern-Volmer method was employed to 
evaluate the effects of metal concentration on BV absorbance and 
fluorescence behavior. Metal chelation experiments were conducted 
with higher (100 X, 10 X) and lower (0.1 X and 0.01 X) metal 
concentrations than reported above. As metal concentration was 
increased, the absorbance behavior of metal-BV chelates was more 
dramatically altered (Fig. S8). In general, an increase in metal 
concentration led to a decrease in 365 nm absorbance (Fig. S9) and 
670 nm absorbance (Fig. S10). Furthermore, the fluorescence 
emission enhancement for 365 nm excitation also depended on the 
metal concentration. Stern-Volmer plots of fluorescence intensity as 
a function of metal concentration were obtained (Fig. S11, Fig. S12). 
For 365 nm excitation, we observed that low metal concentrations 
led to lower fluorescence emission intensities than samples chelated 
with 1 X and 10 X concentrations of metal (Fig. S11). For 488 nm 
excitation, higher metal concentrations generally led to lower 
fluorescence emission intensities (Fig. S12). This indicates that there 
is generally a positive correlation between metal concentration and 
fluorescence emission for 365 nm excitation, and generally a 
negative correlation between metal concentration and fluorescence 
emission for 488 nm excitation. Thus, in using metal chelation as a 
means of biliverdin fluorescence enhancement, one must take into 
consideration that the same concentration of a metal can result in 
different effects on fluorescence response to 365 nm excitation and 
fluorescence response to 488 nm. At the same time, metal chelation, 
even with only small amounts of metal, is an effective way of altering 
biliverdin’s fluorescence behavior. 

Synthesis of BVNPs and evaluation of UV stability. The formation 
and stability of BVNPs was confirmed with mass spectrometry of 
BVNPs before and after UV irradiation (Figure S13A). In both cases, 
the characteristic peak at an m/z value of approximately 583 is 
observed, in addition to peaks at higher masses, corresponding to 
the formation of BVNPs from biliverdin. There are no new peaks that 
appear after 72 h of UV irradiation, which confirms that BVNPs are 
not being degraded by UV light. This was also confirmed by FT-IR 
spectroscopy (Fig. S13B), which depicts no changes in the spectra of 
UV-irradiated BVNPs compared to non-irradiated BVNPs. 

Formation of metal-BVNP chelates and evaluation of their UV 
stability. BVNPs were exposed to either copper (II) chloride, or 
manganese (II) chloride. Copper and manganese were chosen for 
these experiments for two reasons. First, because Cu-BV and Mn-BV 
had the highest and lowest total potential energy magnitudes 
respectively, of all the metal-chelated BV combinations. Second, 
when combined with UV irradiation in the molecular BV experiments, 
Cu-BV and Mn-BV had the highest 365-nm fluorescence intensities of 
all tested metals.

FT-IR spectroscopy was utilized to confirm that metals were 
successfully chelated within the BVNPs (Fig. S13B). As with metal-BV 
chelates, metal chelation by the BVNPs led to a sharpening of the 
peak between 1050 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1, which is correlated with the 
peaks observed for the metal salt solutions. The FT-IR spectra of 
metal-BV chelates exhibited little or no change as a result of UV 
irradiation. 

The color of BVNP samples under white light changed based on 
the chelated metal (Fig. 4A). Similar to their molecular BV chelate 
counterparts, Cu-BVNPs and Mn-BVNPs had blue-green and olive-
green hues respectively. As we observed with BV, there were no 
visible differences in BVNP sample color under white light for 

Figure 3. Density Functional Theory (DFT) results. (A) Energy minimized structures 
together with the HOMO-LUMO surface maps are shown for BV, Cu-BV, Co-BV, Mn-
BV, and Mn-BV. Metal chelation leads to changes in the HOMO-LUMO surface 
maps of biliverdin, with Mn-BV showing more drastic changes overall than Cu-BV. 
Since HOMO-LUMO surface maps illustrate electron density, it is apparent that 
chelation of different metals has different effects on electron density within the 
molecules. (B) Corresponding total potential energy and HOMO-LUMO energy gaps 
for BV, Co-BV, Cu-BV, Fe-BV, and Mn-BV. Metal chelation leads to an increase in 
the HOMO-LUMO energy gap.    
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samples treated with UV irradiation and those not treated with UV 
irradiation. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of 
BVNPs and metal-chelated BVNPs before and after 72 h UV 
irradiation show no apparent changes in BVNP appearance (Fig. 4B). 
This further confirms that the particles are stable even under long-
term UV exposure.
Effects of metal chelation and UV irradiation on BVNP absorbance 
and fluorescence. UV-visible spectra (Fig. 4C) for chelated and 

Figure 4. Absorbance and fluorescence behavior of BVNPs. (A) Appearance of samples with and without 72 h UV exposure, as well as with and without metal chelation. Samples 
are illuminated with ambient white light. The solution color differs based on the metal chelated. (B) Transmission electron microscopy images of BVNPs and metal-chelated 
BVNPs before and after 72 h of 365 nm UV irradiation. Presence of particles after UV irradiation indicates that particles have not degraded as a result of UV exposure.  (C) UV-
visible absorption spectra of BVNP samples without UV irradiation and after 72 h of UV irradiation. Metal chelation leads to attenuated absorbance similar to the effects of 
metal chelation on BV. (D) Fluorescence spectra of BVNP samples without UV irradiation and after 72 h of UV irradiation. UV irradiation enhances fluorescence intensity. An 
excitation wavelength of 365 nm and gain of 150 was used. (E) Average fluorescence intensity for 365 nm excitation. Error bars represent standard deviation across three trials. 
(i) Average fluorescence intensity for BVNPs with and without 72 h UV irradiation. Metal chelation and UV irradiation each appear to lead to some increases in fluorescence 
intensity, although error bars overlap. (ii) Average ratio of fluorescence intensity with UV irradiation to fluorescence intensity without UV irradiation. UV irradiation alone leads 
to some increases in fluorescence intensity. (iii) Average ratio of fluorescence intensity with metal chelation to fluorescence intensity without metal chelation, in the absence 
of UV irradiation. Metal chelation alone leads to some increases in fluorescence intensity. (iv) Average ratio of fluorescence intensity with metal chelation to fluorescence 
intensity without metal chelation, after 72 h UV irradiation. Combination of UV irradiation and metal chelation leads to a slight increase in fluorescence intensity that does not 
appear to depend on the specific metal chelated. (v) 365 nm fluorescence quantum yield expressed as a ratio to that of BVNP. Metal chelation and UV irradiation each increase 
the quantum yield compared to that of BVNP. (F) Average fluorescence intensity for 488 nm excitation. Error bars represent standard deviation across three trials. (i) Average 
fluorescence intensity for BVNPs with and without 72 h UV irradiation. (ii) Average ratio of fluorescence intensity with UV irradiation to fluorescence intensity without UV 
irradiation. (iii) Average ratio of fluorescence intensity with metal chelation to fluorescence intensity without metal chelation, in the absence of UV irradiation. (iv) Average 
ratio of fluorescence intensity with metal chelation to fluorescence intensity without metal chelation, after 72 h UV irradiation. (v) 488 nm fluorescence quantum yield 
expressed as a ratio to that of BVNP. Metal chelation and UV irradiation each decrease the quantum yield compared to that of BVNP.
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unchelated BVNP samples exhibited a decrease in absorption as a 
result of chelation. The spectra shapes for Cu-BVNPs and Mn-BVNPs 
are consistent with the shapes of the spectra for Cu-BV and Mn-BV 
respectively. The BVNP Q band appears blue-shifted in Cu-BVNPs, 
and multiple Q band peaks are observed for Mn-BVNPs. UV 
irradiation did not appear to have as great of an impact on the 
absorption spectra. Ratios of final (after UV irradiation) to initial 
(without UV irradiation) 365 nm absorbance and 680 nm absorbance 
of BVNPs exhibited little to no change in absorbance as a result of UV 
irradiation (Fig. S14). As in BV samples, the effects of metal chelation 
on BVNP absorbance ratios remained similar, regardless of whether 
or not the samples were exposed to UV irradiation.

Representative BVNP fluorescence spectra for 365 nm 
excitation illustrate an increase in fluorescence after 72 h of UV 
irradiation (Fig. 4D). There did not appear to be a shift in 
fluorescence emission as a result of metal chelation or UV irradiation 
(Fig. S15). For 365 nm excitation, UV irradiation appeared to lead to 
an increase in fluorescence intensity (Fig. 4E (i)), although the 
standard deviations for average fluorescence intensity of the UV-
irradiated samples overlapped with those of the non-irradiated 
samples. The ratio of fluorescence intensity with irradiation to 
fluorescence intensity without irradiation was also lower in BVNP 
samples compared to BV samples, with a less than 4-fold increase in 
fluorescence after 72 h of irradiation. This can be explained by 
restrictions in conformational changes of BV molecules that have 
been crosslinked into BVNPs. The self-assembly of cross-linked 
BVNPs likely leads to steric hindrance, which can limit the extent of 
deformation that individual biliverdin molecules within the BVNPs 
can undergo. This in turn would be reflected in the spectral 
properties of the particles. In addition, the lower initial fluorescence 
intensity of BVNPs compared to BV, even when utilizing a higher gain 
for BVNP spectra, reveals that BV molecules undergo fluorescence 
quenching when assembled into BVNPs. Without UV irradiation, 
chelation of Mn into BVNPs (Mn-BVNPs) led to an approximately 3-
fold increase in fluorescence intensity, while chelation of Cu into 
BVNPs (Cu-BVNPs) led to an approximately 1.5-fold increase in 
fluorescence intensity (Fig. 4E (iii)). With UV irradiation, the effects 
of Cu chelation and Mn chelation are indistinguishable from each 
other, each having only a 1.5-fold increase in fluorescence intensity 
compared to BVNPs (Fig. 4E (iv)). Thus, it appears that in molecular 
BV, the effects of UV irradiation on fluorescence behavior are much 
more pronounced than those from metal chelation, while in BVNPs 
th e individual contributions from UV irradiation and metal chelation 
are approximately equal. This is likely due to limited deformation of 
BV molecules within the crosslinked BVNP structure.  

For 488 nm excitation, the fluorescence intensity was highest 
for BVNPs without UV irradiation or metal chelation (Fig. 4F (i)). UV 
irradiation led to a decrease in BVNP fluorescence intensity, but had 
no effect on the fluorescence intensities of Cu-BVNP and Mn-BVNP 
(Fig. 4F (ii)). Without UV irradiation, Cu-BVNP fluorescence was 
higher than that of Mn-BVNP fluorescence, although both had a 
lower fluorescence than that of BVNP alone (Fig. 4F (iii)). With UV 
irradiation, Cu-BVNP fluorescence was again higher than that of Mn-
BVNP, although they were both closer to that of BVNP (Fig. 4F (iv)).

Effects of stimuli and excitation wavelength on BVNP quantum 
yield. As with BV, the changes in spectroscopic behavior of BVNPs as 
a result of metal chelation and UV irradiation suggested a change in 
its quantum yield. For 365 nm excitation, the relative quantum yields 
of BVNP and its metal chelates (Table 2) were lower than that of BV 
itself. This indicates potential fluorescence quenching effects as a 

result of BVNP formation. As with BV, exposure of BVNPs to UV 
irradiation or metal chelation led to an increase in 365 nm 
fluorescence quantum yield (Fig. 4E (v)). Manganese chelation with 
UV irradiation led to a combined 6.75-fold increase in 365 nm 
quantum yield compared to BVNP. 

On the other hand, the 488 nm quantum yield of BVNPs was 
higher than that of BV. This indicates that the BVNP fluorescence self-
quenching behavior observed for 365 nm excitation is not at play for 
488 nm excitation. Additionally, the higher quantum yield of BVNPs 
at 488 nm compared to BVNPs at 365 nm is in line with observations 
for BV quantum yield. For 488 nm excitation, UV irradiation and 
metal chelation were each determined to lead to a reduction in 
quantum yield (Fig. 4F (v)).    

Table 2. Relative Fluorescence Quantum Yield of BVNP and its metal 
chelates.

365 nm QY [%] 488 nm QY [%]
-UV +UV -UV +UV

BVNP 0.004 0.011 0.448 0.281
Cu-BVNP 0.013 0.019 0.115 0.116
Mn-BVNP 0.020 0.030 0.095 0.088

Effects of metal concentration on BVNP absorbance and 
fluorescence (Stern-Volmer analysis). The Stern-Volmer method 
was employed to evaluate the effects of metal concentration on 
BVNP absorbance and fluorescence behavior. Metal chelation 
experiments were conducted with higher (100 X, 10 X) and lower (0.1 
X and 0.01 X) metal concentrations than for initial experiments. 
Changes in the absorbance spectra are most apparent for 
concentrations of 1 X or higher (Fig. S16A). Absorbance at 365 nm 
and 670 nm both generally decrease with an increase in metal 
concentration (Fig. S16B-C). The 10 X metal concentration led to the 
highest fluorescence intensity for 365 nm excitation (Fig. S17A), 
while the fluorescence intensity in response to 488 nm excitation 
decreased with increasing metal concentration (Fig. S17B). These 
results indicate a concentration-dependent effects of metal 
chelation of BVNP behavior, which is similar to what was observed 
for BV. 

Comparison of BV and BVNP absorbance and fluorescence behavior. 
Since BVNPs are composed of cross-linked biliverdin molecules, we 
were interested in examining the effects of nanoparticle formation 
on spectral properties. Direct comparisons of fluorescence intensity 
or magnitude of absorbance cannot be made between BV and BVNPs 
since the final concentration of biliverdin in BVNPs is less than the 
starting concentration because unbound biliverdin was removed 
from the nanoparticle solution during nanoparticle dialysis. However, 
observations on the fluorescence emission wavelength, ratio 
between fluorescence intensity after UV irradiation to fluorescence 
intensity before UV irradiation, ratio between absorbance after UV 
irradiation to absorbance before UV irradiation, and qualitative 
comparisons of absorbance spectra can be made. For 365 nm 
excitation, BVNPs and Cu-BVNPs exhibit slightly blue-shifted 
emission peaks compared to their molecular counterparts (Fig. S2, 
S8). This suggests that biliverdin molecules in BVNPs undergo an 
aggregation-induced shift in fluorescence emission. Furthermore, 
the change in fluorescence intensity as a result of UV irradiation was 
found to be much higher in BV compared to BVNPs (Fig. 1D(ii), Fig. 
4E(ii)). This is likely due to a reduction in the conformational 
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flexibility of biliverdin molecules that have been crosslinked into 
BVNPs during the nanoparticle synthesis process. Thus, UV 
irradiation provides a smaller fluorescence advantage for BVNPs than 
it does for BV because of the conformational changes that UV 
irradiation induces in BV molecules. 

The absorbance ratios before and after UV irradiation, before 
and after metal chelation in the absence of UV irradiation, and before 
and after metal chelation in the presence of UV irradiation follow a 
similar trend for both BV and BVNPs (Fig. S1, Fig. S7). For example, 
UV irradiation caused minimal change in either BV or BVNP 
absorbance ratios (Fig. S1 A(i) and B(i), Fig. S7 A(i) and B(i)). Copper-
chelated BV and BVNP samples both had a higher absorbance ratio 
than manganese-chelated BV and BVNP samples. The absorbance 
spectra shapes for metal-chelated BVNPs also closely match the 
absorbance spectra shapes of metal-chelated BV (Fig. 1B, Fig. 4C). 
Like the absorbance spectra of Mn-BV, the absorbance spectra of 
Mn-BVNP contains multiple Q bands. Like the absorbance spectra of 
Cu-BV, the Q band for Cu-BVNPs appears blue-shifted compared to 
that of unchelated samples. These results altogether indicate that 
the conformational change induced by chelation of each metal was 
similar between BV and BVNPs. Furthermore, it is apparent that for 
both BV and BVNPs, UV irradiation is the dominant factor in 
fluorescence behavior, while metal chelation is the dominant factor 
in absorbance behavior.

Potential effects of UV irradiation and metal chelation on 
conformation of molecules in BVNP. We also collected circular 
dichroism (CD) spectra for BVNPs (Fig. S13C). The formation of BVNPs 
from BV did not lead to a change of peak sign, but led to an overall 
lower magnitude of the circular dichroism spectra. The effect of UV 
irradiation is less apparent in the BVNP CD spectra than it is in the BV 
CD spectra. However, this can be expected from the overall lower 
effect of UV irradiation on BVNPs compared to its effect on BV.  

Single-particle analysis of BVNP brightness. Single-particle imaging 
of BVNPs was conducted with a total internal reflection fluorescence 
microscopy (TIRFM) system using a 488 nm laser. The average 
intensity of the particles was found to be higher for Cu-BVNPs than 
BVNPs or Mn-BVNPs (Fig. S18A). This contrasts with well-plate 
measurements of the fluorescence emission of BVNPs (Fig. 4F). We 
then determined the on-time duty cycle (defined as the percentage 
of each cycle for which the particle is in the “on” state), and 
examined the product of the on-time duty cycle and the average 
intensity of the particles (Fig. S18B). Since bulk fluorescence intensity 
depends on the instantaneous intensity as well as the on-time duty 
cycle, their product is considered to be a more accurate reflection of 
bulk-state properties.46 We found that the product of particle 
intensity and on-time duty cycle for BVNPs, Cu-BVNPs, and Mn-
BVNPs was largely unaffected by the 72 h of UV irradiation, which 
matches the bulk-state BVNP fluorescence behavior for 488 nm 
excitation. Similar to bulk-state measurements, BVNP+UV appeared 
to have a slightly lower product of intensity and on-time duty cycle 
than BVNP-UV; however, these measurements were within 
experimental error. These findings further support our hypothesis 
that the 72 h UV irradiation at 365 nm may “train” the particles for 
an altered spectral response to only the 365 nm wavelength. 

Single-particle analysis of BVNP photoblinking behavior. When 
excited by light, fluorescent nanoparticles cycle between an “on” 
state in which they are emitting fluorescence, and “off” state in 
which they are not emitting any fluorescence. This collective 

behavior is known as photoblinking. Additionally, when excited by 
light for long periods of time, nanoparticles can photobleach as other 
fluorophores do. To evaluate the effects of metal chelation and 72 h 
UV irradiation of BVNP photoblinking behavior, single-particle 
analysis was carried out using a TIRFM system as described above.  
Log-log plots and power law fits of the time on and time off 
distributions (Fig. 5A) illustrate the effects of metal chelation and 72 
h UV irradiation on the time on and time off distributions of the 
BVNPs. The slopes of the power law fits are provided in Fig. 5B, and 
the intercept and R2 values are provided in Figure S19. For BVNP and 
Mn-BVNP, the magnitude of the time on power law slope decreased 
as a result of 72 h of UV irradiation, while for Cu-BVNP it slightly 
increased. The magnitude of the time off power law slope decreased 
for BVNP and Cu-BVNP as a result of 72 h of UV irradiation, but 
slightly increased for Mn-BVNP. Additionally, while Cu chelation in 
the absence of UV irradiation led to a decrease in BVNP time on slope 
magnitude, it led to an increase in time off slope magnitude. Mn 
chelation in the absence of UV irradiation led to an increase in 
magnitude for the time on slope, but had little to no impact on the 
time off slope. These findings indicate that the effects of metal 
chelation on time on and time off depends on the chelated metal, 
and that the time on and time off behavior do not follow the same 
trend. This suggests that some metals can increase the length of time 
for which BVNPs are in the “on” state, while others can decrease the 
time for which BVNPs are in the “on” state. When combined with the 
lack of a uniform effect from UV irradiation on the time on and time 
off slopes, this indicates that the BVNP single-particle response to 
488 nm cannot be predicted from bulk-state measurements. An 
alternative illustration of the time on data from Fig. 5A is provided in 
Fig. S20 in the form of log-log histograms. These histograms reveal 
the apparent existence of two populations of particles, a majority 
population that has a low time on, and a much smaller population 
that has a higher time on. These multiple populations are present 
regardless of UV irradiation or metal chelation, suggesting that some 
aspect of BVNP synthesis leads to the formation of particles with 
multiple subpopulations, each with differing single-particle 
photoblinking behavior. 

Photobleaching time constants (Fig. 5C) were calculated from 
second-order exponential fits of the time to photobleaching curves 
(Fig. 5D). Without UV irradiation, copper chelation led to an increase 
in the first time constant and a decrease in the second time constant, 
while manganese chelation led to a decrease in both time constants. 
UV irradiation led to a decrease in the first time constant for BVNPs 
and Cu-BVNPs, and an increase in time constant for Mn-BVNPs. UV 
irradiation additionally led to an increase in the second time constant 
for BVNPs, Cu-BVNPs, and Mn-BVNPs. 

We further calculated the single-particle blinking rate (Fig. S21), 
finding that the particles had a blinking rate of approximately 0.6 to 
0.8 Hz. This blinking rate matches closely with our previous reports 
of carbon dot blinking rates.46 Regardless of UV irradiation, the 
blinking rates between BVNPs, Cu-BVNPs, and Mn-BVNPs  had 
overlapping error bars, indicating that 365 nm UV irradiation and 
metal chelation had little to no effect on the rate of nanoparticle 
blinking, despite their effects on the nanoparticle time on and time 
off distributions. Thus, although the length of time for which particles 
were on or off may have been altered by metal chelation and UV 
irradiation, the frequency with which the particles would switch 
between the on and off states remained unaffected. 
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Figure 5. Single-particle photoblinking behavior. (A) Time on and time off curves and respective power law fits, displaying the number of instances of each on and off time (log-
log scale). (B) Calculated slopes from time on and time off power law fits. UV irradiation of BVNPs reduces the time on and time off power law slopes. Cu and Mn chelation 
each have different effects. (C) Time constants from single-particle photobleaching experiments. UV irradiation of BVNPs reduces the first time constant and increases the 
second. Cu and Mn chelation each have different effects on the time constants.  (D) Photobleaching curves for BVNP, Cu-BVNP, and Mn-BVNP. Envelopes represent standard 
error of the mean as measured across multiple individual particles. 
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Conclusions
The goal of nanomedicine is to develop safer and more effective 
therapeutic that can be augmented by multiscale imaging.47-60 
In this work, we utilized metal chelation and UV irradiation to 
alter the spectral properties of biliverdin and biliverdin 
nanoparticles (Scheme 2). We have demonstrated that metal 
(Co, Cu, Fe, and Mn) chelation and or exposure to 72 h of 365 
nm UV irradiation lead to conformational changes in biliverdin. 
UV irradiation was found to increase BV fluorescence emission 
for 365 nm excitation without leading to degradation, as 
confirmed by mass spectrometry. We attribute the change in 
fluorescence behaviour of UV-irradiated BV to 
photoisomerization and associated conformational changes. 
Metal chelation altered the shapes of BV absorbance spectra, 
and, in the absence of UV irradiation, led to BV fluorescence 
enhancement for an excitation wavelength of 365 nm. For 488 
nm excitation, UV-irradiated metal-chelated BV had little to no 
change in fluorescence emission compared to metal-chelated 
BV. This suggests that the wavelength of UV irradiation plays an 

important role in modulating the fluorescence emission 
intensity. Unchelated BV, however, had reduced fluorescence 
emission for an excitation of 488 nm as a result of 72 h of 365 
nm UV irradiation. We further explored the effects of metal (Cu, 
Mn) chelation and 72 h of 365 nm UV irradiation on biliverdin 
nanoparticle spectral properties. We found that similar to the 
effects of these stimuli on BV behavior, BVNPs exhibited altered 
absorbance and fluorescence spectra. However, the effects of 
metal chelation and UV irradiation were less drastic for BVNPs 
than they were in BV. This is likely due to the loss of 
conformational flexibility in the biliverdin molecules that have 
been crosslinked to form BVNPs. Using single-particle imaging, 
we found that the metal used governed the effects of metal 
chelation on BVNP photobleaching dynamics. Despite this, 
metal chelation and UV irradiation had no effects on single-
particle brightness or photoblinking frequency, suggesting that 
the relationship between BVNP behavior at the single-particle 
and bulk-state levels is highly complicated and depends on a 
number of factors. Overall, this work suggests that 
conformational changes induced by metal chelation and UV 
irradiation can be taken advantage of in order to enhance the 
spectral properties of biliverdin and biliverdin nanoparticles. 
The dramatic enhancement of fluorescence emission (365 nm 
excitation) after 72 h of 365 nm UV irradiation suggests that the 
UV irradiation wavelength may play a role in “training” 
biliverdin to respond to specific wavelengths. Further studies 
must be performed to determine whether other irradiation 
wavelengths also lead to selective enhancement of 
fluorescence emission for specific excitation wavelengths. 
Additionally, future experimental work must be conducted to 
precisely determine the effects of UV irradiation on BV crystal 
structure. Despite these limitations, the present study provides 
a detailed exploration of the effects of metal chelation and 365 
nm UV irradiation on BV and BVNP behavior, as well as the first 
demonstration of single-particle imaging of tetrapyrrolic 
nanoparticles. Furthermore, although biliverdin does not have 
near-infrared fluorescence emission, the observations made in 
this work open the potential for similar approaches to be taken 
to increase the quantum yield of near-infrared-emitting 
tetrapyrrolic fluorophores and nanoparticles.
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